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A. IEEE Webinar (email to members)

(i) Theme: Selecting your next oscilloscope; Why digital triggering matters? White Paper by ROHDE&SCHWARTZ

(ii) ChatGTP Q: I ask the same question, I refined for brands of portable oscilloscopes, then refine for 'hysteresis' control, other functions, etc.

B. IEEE Spectrum (Sept ‘23)

Preparing IEEE for 2050 and Beyond (by Kathy Pretz)
“… how the information is curated and delivered will change
> Initial vetting will be partially/fully automated
> Proceedings will be a compendium of articles, algorithms, videos, and other media
> Use of AI, Virtual Reality, Digital Twins… practically, a virtual models of our real-world

- Physical presence (personal experience) is in jeopardy via Virtualization
- Personalized feedback (peer-reviews, classes) with human touch will be history with Generative-AI

- The narrative will be deliberately controversial!
  as
- Digitization and Generative-AI are raising challenging dilemmas
• Petre: 1980/90
  - Fuzzy-based resource allocation, Automatic knowledge incorporation, CAD/CAM Expert Systems,
  - Real-time embedded systems, Space/time thinking and processing, Multi-layers context-based meaning
• Petre: 1992: The First ITC Conference (Montreal), tutoring systems, self-adaptable Q&A professor-student systems (advanced Chatbots)
• Petre: 1997 Dartmouth, Mobile Intelligent Agents (Intelligent Grasshopping Polling)
• Petre: 1997-2000: Nomadic code, Mobile agents, (Grasshopper EU project)
• Petre: 2000-2010: Autonomous systems, Policy-driven systems, Intelligent systems
  (Patents, ITU, TMF, IEEE)
  - Capturing emerging properties, Variable pooling frequency, Self-adaptable decision polices,
  Reflexive-policies (Digital-Twins)
  - Routers embedded-AI (temporal logic in Syslog processing, policy-driven signal processing)
- AI-driven Selection of Content Servers based on Current Server Availability (dynamic availability, heuristics, real-time)
• Petre: 2010 - now (active observer and critic)

At large: http://www.iaria.org/fellows/PetreDini.pdf
What are the criteria for selecting my next oscilloscope, considering Digital achievements?

1. **Bandwidth**: This determines the maximum frequency you can accurately measure. As a rule of thumb, choose an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of at least five times the highest frequency you plan to measure.

2. **Sample Rate**: This determines how frequently the oscilloscope takes a reading of the signal. A higher sample rate ensures accurate representation of the waveform. Aim for a sample rate that is at least 2-5 times the bandwidth.

3. **Memory Depth**: This determines how long the oscilloscope can capture a waveform at its maximum sample rate. A larger memory depth allows you to capture longer duration waveforms without reducing the sample rate.

4. **Number of Channels**: Basic oscilloscopes come with 2 channels, but higher-end models may have 4, 8, or even more. The number of channels you'll need depends on the complexity of the signals and systems you're analyzing.

5. **Resolution and Accuracy**: This refers to the number of bits in the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). A higher number of bits provides more detail and accuracy. Most general-purpose oscilloscopes are 8-bit, but for more precise measurements, you might look for 12-bit or 16-bit oscilloscopes.

6. **Triggering Capabilities**: Advanced triggering options can be invaluable when trying to isolate specific events or conditions in a signal.

7. **Display**: Look for a clear, high-resolution display with good contrast. A larger screen can make it easier to see details and multiple waveforms simultaneously.

8. **Connectivity**: Consider the available ports like USB, Ethernet, HDMI, etc. These can be essential for data transfer, remote control, or connecting to other instruments.

9. **Software and Analysis Tools**: Modern DSOs often come with sophisticated software that can perform FFT analysis, serial data decoding, and many other advanced functions. Depending on your needs, these features can be crucial.

10. **Portability and Form Factor**: If you require an oscilloscope for fieldwork, consider a handheld or portable unit. Otherwise, benchtop models might offer more features for a similar price.

11. **Price**: As with any tool, there's a balance between features and cost. Decide on a budget but try not to compromise on the crucial features you need.

12. **Upgradeability**: Some modern oscilloscopes allow for software and hardware upgrades. This can be beneficial if your needs change in the future.

13. **Brand and Reliability**: Well-established brands often offer better reliability, support, and community resources. It's also easier to find reviews and tutorials for popular models.

14. **Special Features**: Depending on your specific needs, consider features like:
   - Touchscreen interface
   - Built-in function generator
   - Protocol analysis (like SPI, I2C, UART decoding)
   - Integrated digital logic analyzer channels for mixed-signal analysis
What are the most known portable oscilloscope brands?

1. **Tektronix**: One of the most well-known oscilloscope brands, Tektronix offers a range of portable options. Their TPS2000B series, for instance, is battery-operated and built for fieldwork.

2. **Keysight (formerly Agilent)**: Another titan in the oscilloscope world, Keysight has handheld oscilloscopes in their lineup that are known for their quality and performance.

3. **Fluke**: Primarily known for their multimeters, Fluke also produces portable oscilloscopes, often combining the functions of a multimeter and oscilloscope into one handheld device.

4. **Rigol**: A more recent player in the market, Rigol offers a range of oscilloscopes, including portable models, that are often praised for their value for money.

5. **GW Instek**: This brand offers a range of electronic test and measurement instruments, including some portable oscilloscopes.

6. **Siglent**: Another newer brand gaining traction for providing good value, Siglent offers various oscilloscopes, including handheld models.

7. **Hantek**: Known for more budget-friendly options, Hantek provides a range of oscilloscopes, including portable and USB variants.

8. **Owon**: This brand offers a selection of portable oscilloscopes, including tablet-like designs with large screens.

9. **Micsig**: Micsig is known for their tablet oscilloscopes, which combine a large touch screen with portability.

10. **Pico Technology**: While they primarily produce PC-based oscilloscopes, their compact designs can be quite portable when paired with a laptop or tablet.

- When selecting a portable oscilloscope, it's essential to consider the specifications (like bandwidth, sample rate, and memory depth) against the portability features (like battery life, size, and ruggedness). Depending on the specific needs, users might also want to check if the portable oscilloscope can double as a multimeter or has other combined functions.
How to use the hysteresis control with a portable oscilloscope?

1. **Setup the Oscilloscope:**
   1. Connect your probe to the input signal.
   2. Adjust the vertical and horizontal scales to display the signal of interest properly.

2. **Select the Trigger Menu:**
   1. On most oscilloscopes, there’s a trigger section, often on the side of the screen or as a dedicated button. Press this button or navigate to the trigger settings using the menu.

3. **Choose Trigger Type and Source:**
   1. Select the type of trigger (e.g., edge trigger, pulse width trigger) that best matches your signal of interest.
   2. Select the source channel (the channel you’ve connected your probe to).

4. **Adjust Trigger Level:**
   1. Set the trigger level (usually with a dedicated knob) to the voltage level where you want the oscilloscope to start capturing the waveform.

5. **Enable and Adjust Hysteresis:**
   1. Not all oscilloscopes will have a dedicated hysteresis control, and some might refer to it with a different term (e.g., "noise reject" or "trigger holdoff"). If your oscilloscope does have hysteresis control, it might be within an "advanced" or "more settings" section of the trigger menu.
   2. Adjust the hysteresis level or window size. Increasing it will mean the signal has to move further away from the trigger point (outside the hysteresis window) before returning and causing a trigger. This action can help avoid false triggering from noise.

6. **Observe and Fine-Tune:**
   1. With hysteresis applied, observe your waveform. It should be more stable and less prone to erratic triggering.
   2. Adjust the hysteresis and trigger level settings as needed to get a stable display.

7. **Save Settings (if necessary):**
   1. If your oscilloscope allows you to save profiles or settings, consider saving your current setup for easy access later, especially if you work with similar signals frequently.

• Remember, each oscilloscope model and brand might have a slightly different user interface, so it’s essential to refer to the user manual or on-screen hints for model-specific instructions. If your portable oscilloscope doesn’t have a dedicated hysteresis setting, look for other features or options that help stabilize triggering in the presence of noise.
Case study #1 | Puzzled, yet Informed

Oscilloscope

Petre (background: electronics, measurements, signal processing, practicing, ...)

Students receiving info from ChatGPT on “What are the criteria for selecting my next oscilloscope, considering Digital achievements?”

Output: Background is assumed
  Practicing is assumed
  Learning from experience is assumed

Curriculum proposal: Hybrid teaching
  Basics: provided by professors (selectively, tuned to students' background, feedback loop, etc.)
  Practicing: in a real lab (currently, a lot of videos, showing practices, but not self-practicing)
  Validation of knowledge (boosting self-confidence)
  Reading materials (ChatGPT)
  Finding unclear topics (ChatGPT)
Automatic handling editorial, punctuation and English for research papers

1. **Grammarly**: Perhaps one of the most widely-known tools, Grammarly uses AI to detect grammar, punctuation, and style errors. They also offer suggestions to enhance clarity and ensure the text adheres to a particular style (e.g., formal, academic). The basic version is free, but there's also a premium version that offers more in-depth analysis.

2. **ProWritingAid**: Similar to Grammarly, ProWritingAid offers grammar checking and style suggestions. It also integrates with various platforms like Microsoft Word and Google Docs. The tool provides a free version with limited features and a paid version with comprehensive feedback.

3. **Writefull**: Designed specifically for academic writing, Writefull compares your sentences against databases of published research papers to provide context-based suggestions. It can also help rephrase sentences to sound more academic.

4. **Editage**: While not entirely AI-based, Editage offers English language editing services for academic papers, and they might employ AI tools to assist human editors. This is a paid service.

5. **Scribendi**: Similar to Editage, Scribendi offers both AI-driven and human editorial services to enhance the quality of academic and other forms of writing.

6. **PaperRater**: This is an AI-driven tool that offers grammar and spelling checks, plagiarism detection, and writing suggestions. It's designed to cater to students, but researchers can benefit from it as well.

7. **Slick Write**: It's a free online tool that checks for grammar errors, stylistic mistakes, and provides feedback on the structure of your writing. It's suitable for academic papers.

8. **LanguageTool**: An open-source proofreading software that checks text in several languages, including English. It detects grammar, punctuation, and style issues.

9. **DeepGrammar**: An AI-powered grammar checker that can be used for various types of writings, including research papers.

10. **TextRanch**: While not purely AI-based, TextRanch uses a combination of AI and real human editors to provide feedback and corrections on English writing.
Is human-based peer-reviewing scientific evaluation process going to be replaced by AI-based peer-reviews: what are the pros and the cons, in terms of educations?

Pros of AI-Based Peer-Reviews:

1. **Speed**: AI can process information much faster than humans. This could significantly speed up the peer-review process, allowing for faster publication and dissemination of knowledge.
2. **Consistency**: An AI system could apply consistent standards and checks across all papers, potentially reducing reviewer bias or oversight that might occur in human reviews.
3. **Bias Reduction**: If programmed correctly, AI might reduce some forms of human bias, such as unconscious bias related to the author’s gender, nationality, or institutional affiliation.
4. **Language and Grammar Check**: AI can excel at catching grammatical errors, inconsistencies in formatting, or even issues with citations.
5. **Plagiarism Detection**: AI tools can scan vast databases of published works to detect potential instances of plagiarism or self-plagiarism.
6. **Focus on Content**: With AI handling the format, citation, and basic quality checks, human reviewers could focus on evaluating the content, novelty, and significance of the paper more deeply.

Cons of AI-Based Peer-Reviews:

1. **Lack of Nuance**: Human reviewers not only assess the technical aspects of a paper but also consider its novelty, relevance, and context within the broader field. AI may struggle with these nuanced evaluations.
2. **Potential for Overlooking Innovation**: Truly groundbreaking papers might present ideas that deviate from the norm. AI trained on existing literature might flag these as outliers or errors, potentially stifling innovation.
3. **Technical Limitations**: Current AI models, even advanced ones, still have limitations in understanding complex concepts, especially in interdisciplinary research.
4. **Bias Perpetuation**: If not trained with diverse and representative data, AI systems can perpetuate and amplify existing biases, leading to skewed evaluations.
5. **Loss of Mentorship and Learning**: For many early-career researchers, the peer-review process offers an opportunity to learn and engage with the broader academic community. If AI takes over this role, this aspect of professional growth might be lost.
6. **Reliability Concerns**: Like any system, AI models can have bugs or vulnerabilities. If an error or bias slips into the AI reviewing system, it could consistently produce flawed reviews.
7. **Economic Concerns**: The development, maintenance, and continuous updating of AI-based reviewing systems require resources. Not all journals or institutions might have access to these resources, leading to disparities.
Hybrid approach (suggested), as mitigation

1. Up-to-date Information:
   1. Limitation: AI models like mine are not continuously updated. Thus, after a certain point, they are unaware of the very latest developments in any given field. This is a significant disadvantage for assessing the state-of-the-art in fast-evolving areas.
   2. Mitigation: The AI system can be periodically retrained with data from the latest publications or integrated with databases that have real-time updates on research publications. Another approach is to allow the AI to “query” or search contemporary databases as part of the review process, but this requires ongoing database access and might raise concerns about proprietary or paywalled data.

2. Deep Understanding and Context:
   1. Limitation: While AI can understand patterns and even complex relationships in data, true comprehension or "deep understanding" remains a challenge. An AI might miss nuances, context, or implications that a human expert would catch.
   2. Mitigation: Using AI as an assistant to human reviewers rather than a replacement. The AI could handle more straightforward tasks or initial screenings, and human experts could tackle more complex evaluations, aided by AI-generated insights.

3. Suggesting Missing Pieces:
   1. Limitation: AI can suggest gaps based on known data, but it can't anticipate or speculate about truly novel concepts or methods outside its training data.
   2. Mitigation: Pair AI with expert systems or domain-specific models that have deeper, albeit narrower, knowledge. These systems could provide more specialized recommendations or insights.

4. Bias and Fairness:
   1. Limitation: If the data the AI was trained on is biased, the AI’s reviews will likely be biased too.
   2. Mitigation: Ongoing efforts to ensure the fairness and objectivity of AI models can be prioritized. Regular auditing and bias-checking can also help.

5. Interdisciplinary Knowledge:
   1. Limitation: Some research is interdisciplinary, and understanding its significance might require knowledge from multiple domains.
   2. Mitigation: Multi-model or ensemble approaches, where several AI models, each specialized in different domains, collaborate on a review.

6. Personal Touch and Networking:
   1. Limitation: Human reviewers often provide mentorship, guidance, and networking opportunities for authors, especially newcomers. An AI doesn’t offer these personal touches.
   2. Mitigation: Hybrid models where humans and AIs collaborate can ensure that the peer-review process remains personal and supportive.
Borrowing & interpreting vs plagiarism (theft) detection tools

1. **Turnitin**: One of the most well-known anti-plagiarism tools, Turnitin is widely used by academic institutions. While it isn't cheap for individual use, it can be affordable on an institutional level, given its comprehensive features and extensive database.

2. **Copyscape**: Mainly used to detect online plagiarism, Copyscape offers both free and premium versions. The premium version is pay-as-you-go and quite affordable.

3. **PlagScan**: This tool offers a pricing model that depends on the number of pages you wish to check. They also provide discounted rates for educational institutions.

4. **PlagSpotter**: It's an online duplicate content checking and monitoring tool. You can check individual pages for free or use their bulk checking feature for a fee.

5. **PaperRater**: In addition to grammar and writing suggestions, PaperRater offers plagiarism detection. They have a free version with limited features and a premium version that's reasonably priced.

6. **Plagiarisma**: This is a free tool that supports over 190+ languages and can check content against a wide variety of sources, including the web, books, and academic journals.

7. **DupliChecker**: This is a completely free tool, but it has a limit on the number of checks you can perform in a day.

8. **Plagium**: Plagium lets you do occasional short searches for free, but for more in-depth searches, there's a small fee based on the text's length.

9. **SmallSEOTools Plagiarism Checker**: This is another free tool that allows you to check content for plagiarism. It's simple to use and doesn't require registration.

10. **Quetext**: Quetext offers both free and pro versions. The free version is quite limited, but the pro version, which offers a deep search feature and detailed reports, is competitively priced.
Case study #2 | Puzzled, yet Informed

Scientific contributions

**Petre** (background: teaching, writing, learning, self-criticizing, asking for peers, reviewing, failures, accept/reject, ...)

**Students** receiving info from ChatGPT on “exact research topics”, no failures, no arguments-against, no base for understanding a particular statement

**Output**: Students remain ignorant (not knowing ‘why’) [theme itself, stat-of-the-art, critical thinking on open issues, etc.]

- Students lose ability to write by themselves, self confidence, gradual improvements, self-critical
- Students do not acquire the ability to identify mistakes and to confidently evaluate others’ work

**Education**:

- Next professors might be less gifted with adapting to different levels of student understanding (see: Tutoring Systems)
- Tooling effort to put on catching culprits instead of massive education and enforced punitive rules.

**Approach** proposal: Hybrid scientific education/evaluation/creation + explicit and mandatory ethics rules

Automated tools should complement, not replace, the researcher's own judgment and understanding of their work. Especially in academic contexts, nuanced and context-specific decisions about language and phrasing are crucial. It’s always a good idea to have a human with expertise in the subject area review the paper in addition to using AI-based tools.

A collaboration between AI tools and human reviewers and new scientific thinkers seems to be the most promising way forward, capitalizing on the strengths of both (volume and speed + human thinking)

Anti-plagiarism tools are essential for educators, students, and writers to ensure the originality of content. Yet, they should be not needed, if education on fairness is enforced and punishment for wrong doers is enforced, too.
• Theme questions:
  • Is education/research getting out of human essence?
  • Who is going to infuse the human skills to students and young researchers from now on?
  • Are we baffled, and finally, unable to deny the wrong we perceive because of the trend and hype (political correctness)?

• #1 Will (free or commercial) AI-based tools for handling editorial, punctuation and English be the basis for research?

• #2 Is human-based peer-reviewing process going to be replaced by AI-based peer-reviews, and teacher guidance by a set of narratives via generative-AI?

• #3 Are we hypocrite with double-blind review vs one-side blind review process when accepting unexplainable guidelines based on generative-AI? (see: AI explainability)

• #4 Is AI-based feedback going to replace our education system (classes, research, projects)?

• #5 Are classes, professors already ‘obsolete’ and only still being maintained in the picture by ‘empathy’?
STAGE IS YOURS
Share your thoughts, experience, position

Caveat
We could be right, or completely wrong!
Back-up materials

Oscilloscope /ˈəsiləˌskōp/ vs. Spectrum Analyzer /ˈspektrəm ˈænəlˌɪzar/ (Tektronix)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBc00ONPnw

Note:
It seems easier while ‘only reading’
The very first achievement is to find the right button
• Spectrum Analyzers vs Oscilloscopes Webinar with Tektronix

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBJCv0ONPnw
Webinars – Oscilloscope-b

PORTO
September 2023

Different Equipment for Different Task/Measurements

- Amplitude Modulated Signal (narrow in frequency, wide in time)
- Periodic Rectangular Signal (broad in frequency, narrow in time)
- Transient Signal (RF Communications)
- Impulse Signal (Quantum Computing/Nuclear Triggering)

Why choose the DPO? A: FastFrame Averaging

"VERTICAL AVERAGING OF MULTIPLE FRAME SETS"

- Example application: Study processes reactions on a step-by-step basis
  - Frame Set 1
  - Frame Set 2
  - Frame Set 3
  - Average Frame Set

- The Average Frame Set is produced by the acquisition system hardware, very efficient.
- "Orthogonal Averaging" is now standard feature on 70k scopes. Requires version 10.8 or later firmware
- Note: Constituent Frame Sets are not available in this mode; only the "Average Frame Set" is available for analysis

5G: Modulation Quality (high SFDR case, RSA7100B)

- Modulation Quality: ensure that the information contained in the signal can withstand transmission over complex RF environment
- Indirect test of TX’s Linearity
- Different types of Modulation Quality measurements:
  - Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) – used for digital signals
  - Modulation Error Rate (MER): used for digital signals, can be derived from EVM

- Requires that Spectrum Analyzer has ability to demodulate the signal
  - General purpose good
  - Growing list of Wireless Standards support

RSA7100B: The DPX™ Transform Engine

REAL-TIME DISPLAY PROCESSING

- Bit Map Spectral Density/Colorization
  - Real Spectral Density uncalibrated in dB
  - Peak Counter dBm / Total (SNR)
  - Called "Signal Frequency of Occurrence"
- Colorization Scales
  - Temperature: Red assigned to highest 10%
Webinars – Oscilloscope-c

PORTO
September 2023

RSA7100B: Time/Freq. Domain Correlation
- Different from DPO70000SX: only available over 1 RF channel
- View signal in RF time domain
  - Amplitude vs. Time: RF envelope with Measurement Filtering to better see signals
- Correlate with Spectrum, Spectrogram for fc < 26.5GHz

Why choose the RSA7100? A: Greater SFDR is important
- Noise
  - Everything generates noise, how much does it impact the overall design?
  - Where else is noise coming from? (EMI)
  - Signal to noise measurements
- Distortion
  - What appears to be a clean sine wave on an oscilloscope may have harmonic components that aren’t readily obvious in the time domain but they are easily seen in the frequency domain
- Communications
  - Modern wireless communication techniques are inherently frequency domain oriented
  - Allocated frequency bands
  - Defined communication channels
  - Need to confirm aspects such as occupied bandwidth, modulation quality, etc.